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Let V, be short range potential and h,(c) analytic functions. We show that the 
Hamiltonians H, = -A + c-2E~m,,hi(c)V,((~ - xi)/z) converge in the strong re- 
solvent sense to the point interactions as z + 0, and if K have compact support then 
the eigenvalues and resonances of H,, which remains bounded as c + 0, are analytic 
in c in a complex neighborhood of zero. We compute in closed form the eigenvalues 
and resonances of H, to the first order in C. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The point interactions were first studied in [l] where they were introduced 
as natural objects in nonstandard analysis. In [2,3] some of their applica- 
tions to physics were explored. However the short range expansion or the 
approach to point interaction remained a problem. To explain shortly we 
consider the Hamiltonian of the form 
H, = -A + c-2 i Ai(e)K( i(*- Xi)) 
i-l 
(1.1) 
where Qre short range potentials and ask if the limit exists as E 3 0. This 
problem was attacked in [4] where it was proved that if y was of compact 
support and sufficiently regular then He converge in the strong resolvent 
sense to the Hamiltonian with point interactions as e + 0. 
However, for many physical applications it is of interest to know what 
happens before one takes the limit, that is, to try to expand H, in powers of 
C. For the one center problem, i.e., (1.1) for n = 1, this was solved in [5]. The 
amazing thing is that (1.1) is actually analytic in E not only for n = 1 but for 
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general n. This is what is proved in this paper, namely, that the eigenvalues 
and resonances of H, that remains bounded as c + 0 are analytic if the 
Xi(c) are analytic, and the perturbation expansion in c is given and 
explicitly computed to first order in C. This brings a completely new class of 
models into the range of the solvable models. 
We expect that this discovery will have application not only in potential 
scattering but also in solid state physics. In solid state physics we have a 
problem of the type (1.1) with n infinite. The problem of the short range 
expansion for an infinite number of centers is not attacked in this paper but 
in a forthcoming paper by the same authors. The short range expansion for 
a charged particle is studied in [6]. 
2. CONVERGENCE TO POINT INTERACTIONS 
Let x,,..., X, be n different points in IR 3 and V;., . . . , V, n real functions 
such that 5 E R n L’(W3) forj = 1,. . . , n where R is the Rolhrik class (i.e., 
measurable functions on R3 such that // ] V(x)V(y)]]x - y] -’ dx dy is 
finite; see Simon [7] for general theory concerning Rolhrik functions). Let 
furtherA,,..., h, be n real analytic functions defined in a neighborhood of 
0 with h,(O) = a. * = A,(O) = 1. 
Then we can define a family H, of self-adjoint operators on L2(R3) by 
means of quadratic forms such that 
H,= -A-+ 2 
j=l 
t-2Aj(c)y( f(. - Xi)) P-1) 
for small E > 0 where -A is the self-adjoint Laplacian. 
In the same way we define the self-adjoint operators 
Using the notation 
Hi = -A + I$ P-2) 
with Im k > 0, and 
G, = (-A - k2)-’ (2.3) 
uj = 1 vy*, uj = ujsgn Pj 
we have (Simon [7]) 
(Hi - k2)-’ = G, - Gk~j (I + UjGkuj)-‘UjGk (2.5) 
(2.4) 
when k2 4 a(Hj). 
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G, has an integral kernel which we denote by G,(x - y) where 
eiklx-yl 
Gkb - Y) = 4+ - ))I * 
We will also use the term G, with Im k d 0 for the operator with integral 
kernel given by (2.6). From Albeverio and Hoegh Krohn [4] we take the 
following definition. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Hi has a zero energy resonance if and only if - 1 is an 
eigenvalue for the operator ujGkvj. 
Assume now that Hi has a zero energy resonance. Let ‘pj E L2(R3), 
qj * 0, be such that 
(1 + ujGkvj)qj = 0. (2.7) 
From Albeverio, Gesztesy, and Hsegh Krohn [5] we know that the so called 
resonance function #j defined by 
is locally in L2(R3) and satisfies 
Hj#j = 0 (2.9) 
in the sense of distributions. But generally qj will not be in L2(R3). 
We now distinguish the following cases for the operator Hi, j = 1,. . . , n 
(see Albeverio, Gesztesy, and Hsegh Krohn [5]). 
Case (I). - 1 is not an eigenvalue of ujG,,vj 
Case (II). - 1 is a simple eigenvalue of ujGOvj and the corresponding \clj 
is not in L2(R3). 
Case (III). - 1 is an eigenvalue of ujG,,vj with multiplicity Nj 2 1, and 
the corresponding #j,, r = 1,. . . , Nj, are all in Lz(R3). 
Case (IV). - 1 is an eigenvalue of ujG,,vj with multiplicity Nj 2 2, and at 
least one of the corresponding #j,, r = 1,. . . , Nj is not in L2(R3). 
In cases (III) and (IV) we will assume that the eigenfunctions qj,, 
r= 1 , . . . , Nj, are chosen such that 
for r * s 
andr,s= l,...,Njwhere 
(2.11) 
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With some additional assumption on the potentials 5 we have the following 
useful criterion to decide whether #j is in L2(R3) or not. 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Assume V E R and 1 . 1 YE L1(W3) and let cp E 
L*(R 3), cp * 0, sutisfr 
(1 + uG,,u)cp = 0. 
With I/J = G,ucp we have the following: 
I) E L*(R3) * (u, a//) = 0. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
Prooj: See Albeverio, Gesztesy, and Hoegh Krohn [5]. 0 
Following Grossmann, Hsegh Krohn, and Mebkhout [2,3] we now define 
the self-adjoint operator - ACx, uJ where X = (x,, . . . , XJ and (Y = ((Y,, .. . , 
cu,) E R” by its resolvent (-A,, o1) - k*)-’ with integral kernel 
( -A (,~,a) - k*)-‘b, Y> = G,(x -Y) + t G,(x - xl> 
I,j-1 
(2.14) 
for Im k > 0, k2 4 a( -ACx,,,), where G?,(x) = Gk(x) if x * 0 and 0 
otherwise. (We have used [~,~]rj’ to denote the 1, jth element of the inverse 
of the matrix [arj].) 
The self-adjoint operator -A,, a) represents the formal Hamiltonian 
with S potentials situated at X = (x,,. . . , x,) with strength a = (q,. . . , a,). 
With these definitions we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let 5 : iR3 --, R fuZfiZ1 (1 + ] . I)‘5 E R n L’(R3) for 
j= 1 ,***, n, and assume that for every j the operator Hi is either in case (I) or 
(II). Then the operator H, defined by (2.1) will conuerge in strong resoluent 
sense to the operator - ACx, a) defined by (2.14) where 
ofi = 00 
= A:(“)(@ji., cpi)l(“j? ‘pi)1 -*
in cuse (I) 
in case (II). (2.15) 
Remarks. 1. Ofi = cc means that the point xi shall be removed from the 
definition of - ACx, a); i.e., we use - A(:, z) with X ccks~g of the points 
in X which are in case (II). If all points have aj = cc we get the free 
Hamiltonian, i.e., -A,, a) = -A. 
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2. The theorem is proved by other means in Albeverio and Hoegh 
Krohn [4] under the assumption that the potentials have compact support. 
Proof. Define the operator A = [ Ali]: j-, on the Hilbert space X = 
e,t.,L2(W3) by 
Alj = $GktYj (2.16) 
for I, j = l,..., n where fij, $ are given by 
iij(X) = uj f(x - Xj) 
( 1 
iij(X) = vj $x - Xj) 
i 1 
(2.17) 
9(x) = e-2Xj(c)tij(x). 
As in Simon [7] we have for Im k sufficiently large that 
(H, - k2)-* = G,+ g (-1)” mG, 
m=l 
= G,+ E (-1)” 2 G,$, c Aij,Aj, j2 * * * 
??Z=l I, j-l /It...lJm-2 
l<jj,,...,j,-,<n 
(2.18) 
(For m = 1 the last bracket is defined to be 6,j, and for m = 1 it is defined 
to be Ali.) 
We now introduce the operator B = [Brj]t j-1 : x + X where B,, has 
integral kernel 
B*~(x, y) a ~h,(c)u,(x)G;,(c(x - Y) + XI - Xj)Vj(Y) (2*l9) 
for 1, j = l,..., n. In addition let Cj, Dj: L2(W3) + Lz(R3) have integral 
kernels 
5(X, Y) = G,(x - ‘Y - Xj)Vj(Y) (2.20) 
Dj(x, y) = hj(c)uj(x)Gk(cx + xi - y). (2.21) 
(We suppress the c and k dependence for the moment to simplify the 
notations.) By a change of variables (x c, (I/E)(x - x,)) in (2.18) we 
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obtain the expression 
(H, - k2)-’ 
=G,+ E (-1)” i CC, c B~h%i2 
f?l=l I, j=l Ill....Jm-z 
l=sjl,...,jm-2bn 
co n 
= G, + C (-1)” C ZC,[B”-‘],jDi 
m=l I, j=l 
= G,-c i Cl f (-l)m[B”I/j Dj 
1, j-1 m=O I 
” 
= G, - E C C,[l + B]G’D,. 
I, j=l 





Note the great structural resemblance with the resolvent of - Acx, uj in Eq. 
(2.14). The validity of (2.22) extends to Im k > 0, k2 t?i a(H,) by analytic 
continuation of both sides. 
What remains to be found is the limit of B, q, and Dj when E tends to 0 
and therefore we introduce the E dependence: 
B’ = B, ci’ = 5, and D; = Dj. 
From Albeverio, Gesztesy, and Hsegh Krohn [5] we have that 
Ci’ ’ IGk(. - Xj))(Ujl asr+O (2.23) 
where the operator S = ]f)( g] is defined by Sh = (g, h)f. Similarly 
D;: luj)(G,(xj - .)I asc + 0. (2.24) 
Introducing the operators E’ = [ EG] and FC = [ F$] with integral kernels 
E~(x, Y) = ~,jX,(~)u,(x)G,/c(x - Y>Uj(Y) (2.25) 
Cj(x+ Y> = (1 - Slj)h,(E)U,(X)Gk(E(X - Y) + XI - xj)“j(Y) 
(2.26) 
we see that 
1 + B’ = 1 + E’ + EF’. (2.27) 
To find the limit of (1 + Bc)-’ we see from the following computation that 
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it is necessary to find the limit of ~(1 + EC)-‘. 
E(1 + B’))’ = ~(1 + EC+ cF)-' 
= (1 + ~(1 + Ef)-‘EC)-$1 + EC)-‘. (2.28) 
To this end we expand EIfi around c = 0. Because V, E R f~ L'(R3) we have 
X,(r)u,Gcku,= u,G,u,+ EL,+ O(c) (2.29) 
forr= l,...,nwhere 
4 = ~;(Ob,% + &,,(d (2.30) 
and o(e) is a bounded operator such that (l/e)llo(~)lI --, 0 as e + 0. 
From Albeverio, Gesztesy, and Hoegh Krohn [5] we have that 
~(1 + c + u,G,,u,)-’ = Pi + o(1) (2.31) 
where o( 1) is a bounded operator such that I( o( l)ll + 0 as e + 0 and 
pi = 0 in case (I) 
ITj)(@jl =- 
(@j7 'pi) 
in case (II). 
(2.32) 
Using this and the expansion (2.29) we obtain 
r(1 +E;)-’ 
= ~[l + E + z+G,-,u, + E(L, - 1 + o(l))]-’ 
= [1 + ~(1 + E + qG,q)-'(L,- 1 + o(l))]-$1 + e + u,G,,u,)-’ 
= [1 + (P, + o(l))@, - 1 + o(l))]-‘(PI + o(1)) 
= [1 + (1 + P,L, - P,))‘o(l)]-‘(1 + P,L, - P&'(P, + o(1)) 
= (1 + P,L,- P,)-'p,+ o(1) (2.33) 
which implies that 
((1 + EC)-’ I: K as<-*0 (2.34) 
where 
K = [“Jl + P,L,- p,>-'P,]. (2.35) 
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According to Albeverio, Gesztesy, and H~egh Krohn [5] we have 
(1 + P,L, - P,)-‘P, = 0 in case (I) 
= [ ~l(u,~ d12 - W%+,, Q$’ b case (IO. 
kPIXQ,I 
(2.36) 
So far we have only been using the assumption that 5 E R rl L’(Ip3), but 
from Lemma 2.4, proved after this theorem, we have under the assumptions 
that (1 + ] . I)‘5 E R r? L’(R3) that 
F’-s,FO asr+O (2.37) 
where 
F” = [i;k(XI - xj~l”~>(oil]* (2.38) 
From (2.35) and (2.36) we see that the norm of K can be made arbitrarily 
small when Im k is large, and (2.44) implies that I] F’JI is uniformly bounded. 
(1 + ~(1 + E’)-‘FC)-’ 
= (1 + KF”)-’ + (1 + ~(1 + EC)-IF’)-‘(~(1 + E’)-IF’- KF”) 
x (1 + KF”)-’ : (1 + KF”)-’ asr --, 0. (2.39) 
Using (2.34) and (2.39) we obtain 
~(1 + B’)-’ -s, (1 + KF”)-‘K. (2-W 
Taking the limit in (2.22) when E tends to zero and using Eqs. (2.23), (2.24), 
and (2.40) we finally obtain after a short computation that 
(~c-k2)-‘:(-A~,,~,-k2)-’ asc+o (2.41) 
wherecu = (a,,..., a,) is given according to (2.15) and Remark 1. 0 
To establish Eq. (2.37) we need the following lemma. 
LEM~M 2.4. Let V,, V, be real functions such that (1 + ] . ] )‘y E R rl 
L’(R3) and define uj = 1~1”2 and uj = ujsgn 5. Let further h be a real 
analytic function in a neighborhood of 0 with h(0) = 1. If a E R 3, a * 0, and 
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F’ is the operator with integral kernel 
F’b, Y) = Wdx)Gk(d~ -Y) + ah(y) (2.42) 
where G, is defined by (2.6) and Im k > 0, then 
F’ -s, F” asc --, 0. (2.43) 
Proof. There is no lack of generality to assume that h(c) = 1. First we 
prove that 1jF'11 is bounded by estimating the Hilbert-Schmidt norm II . iI2 
of F’ - F”. 







l+ _ y) + , -w dxdy 
G --& 111 V,(x)llV,( y )I1 ‘a~c~x’~~)w~~l,+,“’ e/*~c~x~y~+a~~2 dx dy 
+ $//I V,(x)llV,( y)l leikl’(x-Y)+nl - eikla12 dx dy 1 
//I V,(x)(lv,( y)l (’ + Jxl2)(1 + Iy12) dx dy + 211V,ll,llV211, 
Ix - y + ial 
I 
G +-$I(1 + I * 12)uRII(1 + I * 12P211R + w,llwill,l (2.44 
where [(VII, = [j/lV(x)llV(y]lx - yl-2dxdy]‘/2 is the Rollnik norm. 
From this uniform bound on the norm of F’ we. only have to prove that 
IKF’ - F”)f II --) 0 asc + 0 forf E CF(W3) 
ll(Fc - F”)fli2 =/l6b)llj(&(+ -Y> + a> 
- G,(+'z(Y)f(Y) dyl’dx 
= j-c1 + IxI)‘I v,(x)l [ &~/(Gk(‘(” - .d + ‘) 
II 
2 
-Gk(a))u2(y)fb) 4 do. 
(2.45) 
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For each x E W3 we have from Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem 
that 
/(Gd+ -Y) + a) - G,(~))u,(Y)~(Y) dr + 0 (2.46) 
as E -+ 0 because f has compact support. 
l~(c,(~(x -Y) + 0) - G,(+,(Y)~(Y) dy/ 
1 
d 4aluJ II / 
Ial - Ictx -Y) + ‘1 eiklc(x-y)+ufo2(y)f(y) dy 
I+ - Y) + 4 
+ (e I/ iklc(x-y)+af _ eikW2b)f(r) 4 II 
Q c(1 + 1x1) (2.47) 
where C is a constant independent of E since (l/l - 1) E &(R3) (and 
L,,W/lx - W2) is b ounded independently of b E W 3, and 1 . 1 n2f, 
u2 f E L2(R3) using Holder’s inequality. 
From (2.45), (2.46), and (2.47) we conclude, using dominated conver- 
gence, that F’ L F” as E + 0, thus proving the lemma. 0 
We will now strengthen the conditions on the potentials but also improve 
the conclusion of Theorem 2.3, treating all cases (I) to (IV). 
THEOREM 2.5. Let V,, . . . , V, E R be real-oalued with compact support. If 
Hj is in case (III) or (IV) assume in addition that h>(O) * 0. Then the 
self-adjoint operator H, defined by (2.1) will converge in norm resoloent sense 
to the selfadjoint operator -A,,,, defined by (2.14) where a = (a,,. . . , a,) 
is 
aj = 00 in cases (I) and (III) 
= A>(“)($j9 cpi)lC”j9 cpi)lm2 in case (II) 
;j l(‘j+ Tjr>l’(@jr9 ‘pi,)-’ 1 
-1 
in case (IV). 
r==l 
(2.48) 
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Remarks. 1. aj = cc means that the point xi shall be removed from the 
definition of the operator -A,,,,, i.e., we use -A(F,~ where X c X 
consists of the points in cases (II) and (IV). 
2. Albeverio and H~egh Krohn [4] have proved strong resolvent conver- 
gence in cases (I) and (II), but in cases (III) and (IV) they assume that the 
potentials have definite sign. 
3. If X;(O) = 0 in cases (III) and (IV) we will not in general have norm 
resolvent convergence; see Albeverio, Gesztesy, and Hoegh Krohn [5]. 
Using the following proof we can also slightly weaken some of the 
conditions on the potentials in the one-center case, i.e., when n = 1, in 
Albeverio, Gesztesy, and Hsegh Krohn [5]. 
Proof: The proof of this theorem will closely follow the proof of 
Theorem 2.3. From Simon [7] it follows that Rollnik functions with compact 
support are in L’(R3) and therefore we can use the proof of Theorem 2.3 
until Eq. (2.31). 
Instead of (2.32) we now have 
~(1 + E + uiG,u,)-’ = Pi + o(l) (2.49) 
where 
pj=o in case (I) 
=lcpi)(61 
(@js Tj> 
in case (II) 
(2.50) 
in cases (III) and (IV). 
We still have 
~(1 + EC)- ’ 1: [a,,(1 + PjLj - Pj)-‘Pj] = K asc --, 0 (2.51) 
but now 
(1 + piLj - lq-‘4 
= 0 
= [ $\(Uj9 cPj)12 - A>(")(*j7 Tj)]-'lTj)(@jl 
in case (I) 
in case (II) 
in case (III) 
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in case (IV). (2.52) 
Using the compact support of the potentials we can now easily prove by 
dominated convergence that F’ tends to F” in Hilbert-Schmidt norm which 
implies 
F’:F” asc --, 0. (2.53) 
Putting (2.51) and (2.53) together in (2.28) we obtain 
e(l + II’)-’ 1: (1 + KF’)-‘K asr + 0. (2.54) 
From (2.22), (2.23), (2.24), and (2.53) it follows that 
(H, - k2)-l 
.: G, - 
C-+0 
i I%(*- x,))(u,l[(l + ~4,)-'&luj)(Gk(- xj)I 
I ,i-1 
= ( -A (X.a) -q-’ (2.55) 
after a computation when (Y is chosen according to (2.48). This terminates 
the proof of Theorem 2.7. 0 
3. EIGENVALUES 
In this section we will use the convergence theorems from Section 2 to 
give a characterization of the eigenvalues for H, in terms of the eigenvalues 
for - AtX,... In this and the next section we will use the following 
assumptions on the potentials 5, j = 1,. . . , n: 
(i) I$ER, supp 5. is compact. (3.1) 
(ii) Hi= -A+ l$ is in case (II). (3.2) 
One can now prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Assume that the serf-adjoint operator H, defined by (2.1) 
has a negative eigenualue E(E) with 0 < M, < 1 E(E)( Q M2 < 00 for small 
c > 0. Let {E,} be a positive sequence conuerging to zero and let k,Z (Im k > 0) 
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be an accumulation point for { E(E,)}. Th is is a multivalued analytic function 
k(c) with k(0) = k,, i.e., 
k(e) = k, + g(c”‘) (34 
where g is analytic, g(0) = 0, and r E N, such that k*(e) is a negative 
eigenvalue for H, and k,2 is a negative eigenvalue for - ACx, aj. We have the 
expansion of k(r) 
k(e) = k, + e”‘k, + o(E”‘) (3.4) 
where k, is a solution of the implicit equation (3.34) if r 2 1 or (3.35) if r = 1. 
Proof Let p(c) = m, Imp(r) > 0. From (2.19) we see that E(c) is 
a negative eigenvalue of H, iff - 1 is an eigenvalue of the operator B’y k with 
k = p(e) where we have introduced the e and k dependence for the operator 
defined by (2.19). We expand the operator B’*’ in powers of e: 
B elk = S + ET + O(E) (3.5) 
where 
S = [SuujG,pj] (3 -6) 
T = 
[( 
“5 (0) ujGOuj + $l”j)(ujI)‘lj ’ Gk( xi - xj)l”,>(vjl (3m7) 1 
and 
ase --) 0. (3.8) 
From our assumptions (3.2) concerning zero energy resonance we have 
that 
Ker(l + S) = ((a,cp,,..., a,,cp,)laj E C> (3.9) 
where Ker is the kernel and we recall from Section 2 that ‘pi is the 
eigenfunction satisfying 
(1 + ujGOuj)cpj = 0. (3.10) 
From Proposition 2.2 we see that it is possible to normalize qj such that 
C"j7 'Pj) = ‘. 
Introduce 
X0 = Ker(1 + S) (3.11) 
X, = Ran(1 + S). (3.12) 
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Then 
(3.13) 
(recall I@, = cp,sgn V,) will be a projection onto X,. We have 
Ker(1 + S*) = {(u@ ,,..., c.z,$$))~u~ E C} (3.14) 
thus making 
KerP = Ker(1 + S*)’ (3.15) 
The Fredhohn alternative implies 
X, = Ker(l + S*)‘= KerP; (3.16) 
i.e., we have that X is the direct sum of X0 and X,. We can also conclude 
that (1 + S) : Ran(1 + S) + Ran( 1 + S) is a bijection. We now split the 
operators S, T, and O(C) by defining 
s, = PSP (3.17) 
s,, = (1 - P)SP (3.18) 
so, = PS(1 - P) (3.19) 
s,, = (1 - P)S(I - P) (3.20) 
and similarly for T and o(c). Then S, = -P, S,, = S,, = 0; thus we can 
write B’* k as 
B r,k = 
I 
- 1 + cToo + o&c) 4, + 001w 
ET,0 + 0,0(4 s,, + CT,, + 4) I 
(3.21) 
using the decomposition of 3c into ‘X0 and YC,. We define the operator CVk 
by 
- 1 + T, + $,&) 4, + ooh) 
53 r,k = 
T,o + $,ow 1 . (3.22) Sll + CT,, + 9,(4 
Then we have that 
(3.23) 
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for e > 0 which shows that E(c) is a negative eigenvalue for H, iff - 1 is an 
eigenvalue for B’T p(C) where p(c) = dE(E), Im p(e) > 0. When c = 0 we 
have that 





$0 = (wlY.~ WJ with ci E C (3.25) 
(3.26) 
T,o\I/o + (1 + s&1 = 0 (3.27) 
$1 = - [Cl + s)l3c,]-‘~lolr/o. (3.28) 
Therefore - 1 is an eigenvalue for % OY k iff Ker Tm * {0} and by (3.26) this is 
the case iff k2 is a negative eigenvalue for - ACx, (Ij. 
If we define the analytic function 
f(e, k) = det,(l + ‘?iP”) (3.29) 
where det, is the modified Fredholm determinant (see, e.g., Simon [8]) then 
f(~, p(a)) = 0 for small E > 0. Let k, be an accumulation point for (p(r,)} 
where {en} is a positive sequence converging to zero. Then f(0, k,) = 0 
which shows that ki is a negative eigenvalue for -A,, +. 
The analytic function f( *, 0) is not identically zero, and from implicit 
function theory (see, e.g., Rauch [9]) we know that there is a multivalued 
analytic function k(c) with k(0) = k,, i.e., 
k(c) = k, + g(c”‘) (3.30) 
with g analytic, g(0) = 0, and r E N such that 
f(~, k(d) = 0 (3.31) 
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for small e > 0. k(e)2 is then a negative eigenvalue for H,. Returning 
now to the operator B’y k and putting K = k(r’), we have an analytic 
Hilbert-Schmidt operator B “9 ‘cc) with - 1 as an eigenvalue for e small (for 
c = 0, Bo9 k will always have - 1 as an eigenvalue independently of k as will 
be seen from the definition of B’? k (2.19) and the assumption (3.2) on the 
potentials). By first reducing the problem to a finite dimensional space by 
standard methods (see, e.g., Reed and Simon [ 10, Chap. XII, Sects. 1 and 21) 
and using a theorem of Baumg&rteI [ll] we can find an eigenvector ip’ with 




@’ = 0. (3.32) 
Let W= (cpf,..., 9;) and put 9; = &@8~(,,~. From (3.32) we see that if 
c = 0 we have 
(1 + ujGouj)p7,0 = 0. (3.33) 
By taking the derivative r + 1 times in E = 0 in (3.32) and taking the inner 
product with $’ we obtain the following equations (k, = d(0)): 
3( l2 r > 1 4s (PIpol )(u,, 9);) - ~;(o)(@> cp;) 
+ 2 6,(x, - Xj)(Ty, U/)('J', T'j) = 0. 
j-1 
(3.34) 
k,2 r= 1 -V(O)(& Q-t) - &/ @..(~h(~)l~ - YlU,(YMYY) &dY 
+2 i /j-@(x)u,(x)VGkob, 
j=l 
j*l 
i-2 i ~k,(x,-xj)(~~,U,)(Uj,a;')=O. 
j=l 
(3.35) 
(In the r = 1 equation we have used the equation one obtains by taking the 
derivative r times in E = 0 in (3.32) to simplify the expression.) 0 
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We now want to reverse Theorem 3.1 by starting with an eigenvalue for 
-A (*.a). Using the norm resolvent convergence we can formulate the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that ki (Im k, > 0) is a negative eigenualue for 
-L\,,,, with multiplicity m. Then there exist m (not necessarily different) 
multivalued unabtic functions kj(r) in a neighborhood of 0 with kj(0) = k,, 
i.e., 
kj(c) = k, + gj(c’/Q) (3.36) 
with gj analytic, gJ0) = 0, and 5 E N such that (k;(e)} are all the eigenvul- 
ues for H, in a neighborhood of ki for all sufficiently small E. We have the 
expansion 
kj(c) = k, + c’/Gk,, j + o(E’/Q) (3.37) 
where k, j = k, is a solution of (3.34) if? > 1 or (3.35) ifrj = 1. 
Proof From the norm resolvent convergence proved in Theorem 2.5, we 
can conclude using the convergence of the spectral families that there are m 
functions Ej(c) where Ej(c) is an eigenvalue for H,, converging to kg. 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we obtain the multivalued analytic 
functions kj(c) and the expansion stated in the theorem. 0 
4. RESONANCES 
In this section we will use the same assumptions on the potentials as in 
Section 3, i.e., 
(i) 7 E R and supp 5 is compact (4.1) 
(ii) Hj = -A + 5 is in case (II). (4.2) 
From (2.2) we have for Im k > 0, k* Q a(H,), 
(H, - k*)-1 = G, - c i C,[l + B],;‘D,. (4.3) 
l,j==1 
But recalling the definitions ((2.19)-(2.21)) of the operators B, C,, Dj we see 
(because of our assumption (4.1)) that the right hand side of (4.3) is a 
meromorphic function of k also for Im k Q 0. In analogy with the proper- 
ties of negative eigenvalues, we define resonances as follows. (We now 
introduce the c and k dependence for B, i.e., B’, k = B.) 
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DEFINITION 4.1. We say that k(e), Im k(e) -C 0, is a resonance for H, if 
and only if - 1 is an eigenvalue for B’, k. 
For the operator - ACX, a) negative eigenvalues and resonances are in 
complete analogy. 
DEFINITION 4.2. We say that k, Im k < 0, is a resonance for - ACX, o1) if 
and only if 
det[(CY,-~)6,,-ck(X,-Xj)];j=, =O. 
This definition makes it possible to study how the resonances vary with 
a = (q,..., a,) for simple geometric arrangements of X = (x,, . . . , x”). 
See Albeverio and Hoegh Krohn [12] for details. With these definitions we 
can formulate the following theorem. 
T’HEOREM 4.3. Assume that H, has a resonance K(E) with 
0 < hf, < lilllK(f)I < IK(C)I < h!f2 < CO for c small. 
Let {c,,} be a positive sequence converging to zero and let k, be an accumula- 
tion point for { K( E,)). Then there exists a muitivaiued analytic function k(e) in 
a neighborhood of zero with k(0) = k,, i.e., 
k(c) = k, + g(e”‘) (4.4 
with g analytic, g(0) = 0, and r E WI, where k(c) is a resonance for H, and k, 
is a resonance for - A,, uj. We have the E expansion 
k(r) = k, + e”‘k, + o(E”‘) 
where k, is a solution of (3.34) if r > 1 or (3.35) if r = 1. 
(4.5) 
Proof The proof is identical to that of Theorem 3.1 except for one fact. 
For eigenvalues we have to appeal to (4.3) to say that - 1 is an eigenvalue 
for Bcyk; for resonances this follows from Definition 4.1. The assumption 
lImrc(c)I zM, >OenablesustosaythatImk,<O. 0 
If we want to have an analog to Theorem 3.2 for resonances, we cannot 
use the same sort of proof because we do not have the spectral projections 
for resonances. We can now instead formulate the following theorem which 
is also valid for eigenvalues. 
THEOREM 4.4. Assume that k, (Im k, < 0) is a resonance for -ACX, u). 
Then there exists a multivalued function k(e) in a neighborhood of 0 with 
k(0) = k,, i.e., 
k(c) = k, + g(&‘) (4.6) 
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where g is analytic, g(0) = 0, and r E N, such that k(e) is a resonance for H, 
for small c > 0. We haoe the expansion 
k(c) = k, + k,c”’ + o(c”~) (4.7) 
where k, is a solution of (3.34) if r > 1 or (3.35) if r = 1. 
Proof. The proof will depend heavily upon the proof of Theorem 3.1 
and we will use the same terminology. Let 
f(c, k) = det,(l + ‘?VYk) (4.8) 
where CP* k is defined by (3.22). From the properties of $iY, k we have that 
- 1 is an eigenvalue for $8’. k iff k is a resonance for - A,, uj which implies 
that 
f (0, k,) = 0 (4.9) 
f(O, k) * 0. (4.10) 
From implicit function theory (see, e.g., Rauch [lo]) we have that there 
exists a multivalued analytic function k(c) with k(0) = k, and 
f (c, k(c)) = 0 (4.11) 
for small E. We are now in the situation covered by Theorem 3.1 and we 
obtain the same expansions. 0 
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